40 HOUR CERTIFICATE IN
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
TEACHING ONLINE

Internationally
recognised and
accredited affordable,
flexible, professional
qualification for teaching
English online

40 HOUR CELTO CERTIFICATE
INTESOL Worldwide has been training teachers of ESOL for more than 25 years and
is well known and respected in the TESOL industry. This means your TESOL
certification will be instantly recognised internationally as being of excellent quality.

Course structure and aims
Course and unit titles
Unit 1 - Introduction to
Teaching Online

Aims for trainees
•
•
•

learn about the benefits of teaching online
consider the qualities that a successful online teacher
should possess
reflect on the role of a teacher in the modern learning
environment

Unit 2 - Bringing About
Success

•
•
•

learn how to stimulate students to produce language
learn how to teach and not to lecture
learn how to minimise silence and improve students'
fluency

Unit 3 - The Basic Principles
of All TEFL/TESOL

•

gain a basic understanding of the principles of good
ESOL teaching
reflect on the importance of a caring environment in the
classroom
become familiar with principles and techniques of
communicative teaching

•
•
Unit 4 - Teaching Grammar

•
•
•
•

Unit 5 - Teaching
Pronunciation

•
•
•
•
•

understand how Communicative Methodology can make
the study of grammar exciting
understand how students' native language may interfere
with their learning of English grammar
learn the difference between teaching grammar
deductively and inductively
read a step-by-step guide for preparing a good
grammar lesson
understand the reasons why students mispronounce
English words
learn how to diagnose pronunciation problems by
considering students' L1
become familiar with the International Phonetic Alphabet
consider some common pronunciation problems
learn two specific techniques of teaching pronunciation

Unit 6 - Planning Your
Teaching

•
•
•

learn about the benefits of preparing a solid lesson plan
and risks of not preparing one
review the process of lesson planning, from setting the
aims to self-evaluation
learn how to structure a lesson according to the
Presentation-Practice-Production model

Unit 7: Finding and Keeping
your Students

•
•
•
•
•

First decision: How will you work?
Build a comprehensive client base
Don’t be afraid of networking
Consider how you’ll demand a good rate
Choose your platform and technology

Unit 8 - Practice, Production
and Progress

•
•

reflect on ways to cultivate a conducive student 'lifestyle'
consider ways to overcome the constraints of learning
English in a different language environment
learn about some tactics of organising group lessons
look at production as a way to measure student progress

•
•
Unit 9 - Designing Materials
and Courses

•
•
•
•

Unit 10: Establishing and
Growing an Online Presence

•
•
•

understand why it is helpful to design a long-term plan for
your online course
practice planning a course
find the links to some useful sources of materials for your
course
learn why it is a good idea to create your own materials
and what kinds of materials you can create
Using social media
Using ESL websites
Building your own website

Eligibility
There are no prior qualifications or experience required. Fluency in English,
determination and willingness to learn are all you need.

Course duration
There are no set start dates for this course and you can work through the
modules at your own pace. There are approximately 40 hours of work in the
course and most people complete the course in 2 to 4 weeks.

Assessment
The assessment consists of the following:
•
•

1 auto-marked test at the end of each unit with an unlimited number of
attempts allowed.
1 tutor-marked assignment at the end of the CELTO course assessing
candidates' understanding of key concepts from various parts of the
course. Candidates may have a maximum of three attempts.

Sample certificate
On successful completion of the course you will receive an INTESOL certificate
accredited by ALAP (Awarding Language Acquisition for Professionals), an
independent, international accreditation organisation. ALAP maintains rigorous
rules of accreditation that online language schools must adhere to and be
externally moderated for on an ongoing basis. A sample certificate is shown
below:

